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The classical rule of Repetition says that if you take any sentence as a premise, and
repeat it as a conclusion, you have a valid argument. It’s a very basic rule of logic, and
many other rules depend on the guarantee that repeating a sentence, or really, any
expression, guarantees sameness of referent, or semantic value. However, Repetition
fails for token-reflexive expressions. In this paper, I offer three ways that one might
replace Repetition, and still keep an interesting notion of validity. Each is a fine way
to go for certain purposes, but I argue that one in particular is to be preferred by the
semanticist who thinks that there are token-reflexive expressions in natural languages.
1. The Problem
Repetition is a good candidate for the simplest example of a valid argument form:
take any sentence, repeat it, and you have a valid argument. Indeed, it is hard
to imagine a reason for contemplating a logic that invalidates this simple rule: if
we cannot be sure that repeating a sentence preserves truth values, how could
Modus Ponens work? Or double negation? Or, indeed, any rule that relies on
several appearances of the same sentence? Repetition looks trivial, and its failure
looks unacceptable.1
However, as we shall see, Repetition fails for token-reflexive expressions.
What does that show? A pessimist may conclude that there is no logic of to-
ken reflexivity, at least not one that allows some arguments to count as valid. If
we add the Montagovian view that the semantics of a natural language is incom-
plete until a notion of entailment has been defined, this would seem to show that
there are no token-reflexive expressions in natural language (or that Montague
was wrong, of course).2 The extreme pessimist may fall into nihilism about logic
Contact: Alexandru Radulescu <radulescua@missouri.edu>
1. “Repetition” is the name used in Kalish et al. (1980); the rule also goes by “Reflexivity”
and “Identity”.
2. (Montague, 1970, fn. 2, 374).
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in general: given that logical rules are supposed to be exception-less, and that
token reflexivity provides counterexamples to logical rules, they may conclude
that there is no notion of logical validity.3
In this paper, I discuss three good ways to deal with this problem. First,
adapting a proposal from French (2016), one could invalidate Repetition in gen-
eral, thus obtaining a non-reflexive logic. This would yield a logic where no ar-
gument is valid tout court, but we still get meta-arguments resembling Repetition
that are valid, i.e. some arguments will count as valid provided that some other
arguments (which contain expressions from the former arguments) are valid.
This would allow us to filter out troublesome token-reflexive expressions, and
would be, arguably, independently motivated.
The other two ways to deal with our problem are more conservative, in that
they allow us to recover something like Repetition. The first, proposed in Ka-
plan (1999), works for all token-reflexive expressions, but does not really allow
the repetition of the same sentence, and does not seem to be the way natural
languages work. The second, a modified version of the proposal in Radulescu
(2015), works only for some such expressions, and recovers Repetition only in
a restricted way even for those expressions. Still, I argue that both ways yield
rules that are worthy of inheriting parts of the role of Repetition, and that the
last proposal, restricted though it is, may well suffice for natural languages.4
One last prefatory remark: there are several notions that “token-reflexivity”
picks out in the literature. The weakest merely requires that expressions not be
assigned a referent unless they are tokened; or, if you prefer, that only tokens be
assigned referents, rather than untokened expressions. For instance, one might
argue, along the lines of Strawson (1950), that all expressions are token-reflexive
in this sense because the proper job of semantics is to assign referents to uses of
expressions.5
3. Russell (2017) offers related, but different arguments for such a nihilist view. They rely
on expressions changing their interpretation depending on being before or after the semantic
entailment sign. We will come back to nihilism in §7. I should also note that most of this paper
will be focused on Repetition, and more broadly on sentential logic, and thus that issues arising
specifically from quantifier logic will not be considered.
4. Some readers may balk at the idea that natural languages contain token-reflexive
expressions, or that if there are any, they belong within the purview of semantics. This paper
may still be interesting for those readers, for two reasons. First, token-reflexive expressions
certainly can be introduced into a language, and they would give rise to some of the issues
I consider. Second, even if there are good reasons to think that there are no token-reflexive
expressions in natural languages, this paper, I hope, shows that logical issues are not among
those reasons.
5. See Perry (2001) for a defense of this thesis, and Bach (2007) for more discussion. I
should also note the distinction between token-reflexivity and utterance-reflexivity. One token
can be used in different utterances, and hence the two notions are different. All issues I discuss
about token-reflexivity are at least as pressing for utterance-reflexive ones, especially if one
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Another classical use of “token-reflexivity” comes from Reichenbach (1947).
There, the claim is that indexicals are synonymous with descriptions that refer
to tokens of those expressions. I believe that Kaplan (1989) has shown that this
thesis is false: the descriptions end up introducing much more information into
the proposition than expressions do.
I intend a notion that is somewhere between the two above; in some sense,
a better label would be “token-dependent”, as a parallel to “context-dependent”,
but I will keep the label commonly used in the literature. My goal is to discuss
expressions whose tokens may have different referents, just like context depen-
dent expressions are ones whose referent varies with the context. The idea here
is that each token of these expressions is assigned a referent by (ineliminably)
relating that very token to its referent.6 This will turn out to matter in our dis-
cussion of proper names (§6), which one may coherently claim to be both token
reflexive in the first, weak, sense, and not token reflexive in our sense.
2. The Failure of Repetition
My first goal is to show that Repetition fails once token reflexivity is allowed,
and to introduce a purely token-reflexive expression. Consider θ, an expression
whose tokens all refer to themselves:7
(1) JθnK = θn
Notation gets tricky here; I intend the subscripts on both sides to belong to
the metalanguage, not the language itself. I mark this distinction by underlining
meta-language subscripts, and leaving object language subscripts alone. The
reason for the distinction is that we are not positing an ambiguous expression
that gets disambiguated by subscripts; rather, we have a single expression, about
which we can say in the metalanguage that its n-th token refers to itself. I am also
ignoring other kinds of relativization: to a context, an interpretation, a variable
assignment, etc.
assumes that there can be no utterance without tokens (a non-trivial assumption, to be sure).
6. “Ineliminably” because I want to exclude rules like the following: a token of X refers to
the number that has the following property: being such that it is identical to 0 and that token is
self-identical. This rule does, in some sense, relate the token to its referent, but it really is a
token reflexive rule only in the weak sense, not in the sense I intend. My notion of a rule here
is in the neighborhood of Braun (1995)’s proposal that one think of characters are relations,
rather than functions, thus allowing their identity conditions to be richer than those of merely
extensional functions.
7. θ is, as far as I know, first discussed in Kaplan (1999). It is a simplified version of Θ∗
as introduced in (Reichenbach, 1947, 287). Expressed as a character rule, the meaning of
Reichenbach’s Θ∗ is the rule that says that each token refers to the largest expression token of
which it is a part (e.g. a sentence).
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Consider now the following application of Repetition:
(2) Fθ ∴ Fθ
(2) is not valid, since each token of θ refers to itself, so the first one may
belong to the extension of F, and the second not.8
3. Giving Up Repetition Need Not Be a Tragedy
Suppose one gives up Repetition, and along with it all hope that expressions
maintain their referent throughout an argument. At first glance, that might seem
tantamount to giving up the idea that one can construct a logic for such expres-
sions.
Even if this is a radical proposal, it does not lead to logical disaster. French
(2016) contains a proposal to give up Repetition in order to deal with the para-
doxes of self-reference, like the liar and Curry paradoxes. The logic one gets has
no valid arguments tout court, but it does have valid meta-arguments. That is,
there is a notion of an argument being valid provided that some other arguments
are valid.9 For example, while p, q ∴ p∧ q is invalid, the following meta-argument
is valid: p ∴ p, q ∴ q ⇒ p, q ∴ p ∧ q. Effectively, one thus filters out troublesome
sentences, while allowing some notion of validity.10
Adapting French’s proposal for token-reflexivity may take some work. His
original idea was to filter out troublesome sentences. Once token-reflexives en-
ter the scene, we need to talk about tokens. A simple adaptation of the meta-
argument above would say, for instance, that if for any tokens of p, if you use
one as a premise and one as a conclusion, you get truth preservation, and if the
same happens for q, then for any tokens pm, pn, qi, and qj, the following also
preserves truth: pm, qi ∴ pn ∧ qj.
This way of talking about meta-validity does not provide anything interesting
for Repetition, since it basically relies of Repetition as a test for sentences (and
their tokens). But perhaps Repetition just is the price to pay for recovering some
notion of validity.
The main advantage of this proposal is that it is independently motivated:
French argues that one could address the paradoxes of self-reference, but also
mentions the independent proposal of Correia (2014) as an application to a logic
8. A version of this argument that Repetition fails for token-reflexive expressions is also
given in Kaplan (1999).
9. French’s proposal is given in proof theoretic terms, so I am adapting it to my purposes.
10. Note that French’s proposal could also be adapted to address the nihilist arguments in
Russell (2017), since it could also serve to filter out expressions that change their interpretation
depending on whether they occur in a premise or in a conclusion.
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of grounding. So applying it to our problem, generated by token-reflexivity, is
unlikely to look ad hoc.
(French, 2016, §5) also proposes a reading of the logic as saying that ordinary
arguments are enthymematic. Though his reading, which is in terms of having
to accept or reject a sentence, wouldn’t work for my purposes, one could pro-
pose something like the following: ordinarily, one neglects the possibility that
the terms one uses are token-referential. So we make our usual inference pat-
terns valid only by filtering out those expressions. So, in a sense, one would
think of the ordinary notion of validity as conditional on the proper behavior of
expressions, which cannot be ensured for token-reflexive expressions.
Many details are missing here, of course. First, French’s proposal is within
sentential logic, and the token-reflexive expressions I am focusing on live in pred-
icate logic. Second, as he acknowledges, work remains to be done in figuring out
what to say exactly about the paradoxes he was interested in. But for my pur-
poses, there is a more immediate reason not to be satisfied with this solution as
the only way forward: this logic recovers a notion of validity by, in effect, fil-
tering out referentially fickle expressions. But we do ordinarily offer arguments
that contain token-reflexive expressions, and it would be good, if possible, to
offer a notion of validity for them.
4. Recovering Repetition, the First Attempt
The only way to guarantee that something like Repetition applies to all token
reflexive expressions is to introduce new expressions, guaranteed to corefer with
the token-reflexive expressions: canonical names, or variable-like devices that
can be bound cross-sententially by tokens of such expressions.11
Here is one way to do it. We will need to enrich our language with a device
for creating canonical names: we introduce θn, one such name for each of the n
tokens of θ in an argument. These canonical names are names of what the token-
reflexive expressions refer to. Of course, in the case of θ a canonical name of θn
will corefer with θn, but that is not the case in general. Naturally, none of the θn
names is a token of θ.12
11. Kaplan (1999) sketches a variable-lite account, which should work, so long as it is
clear what is “bound” by what. Kaplan’s proposal is to think of θ as ambiguous, so that the
disambiguation provides indexes which settle the binding issue. As we will see, that is not
necessary: the form of the argument may just as well depend on having several occurrences of
θ in the premises, proposing an ordering of these occurrences, and then keeping track of the
first one, the second one, etc.
12. The idea here is that we add n such names to the language every time we construct an
argument with n tokens of θ. So we need the notion not just of a well formed formula, but also
of a well formed argument, unless we want to allow empty canonical names. Alternatively, we
could assume that there is an absolute ordering of tokens of θ, and let there be as many such
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(3) JθnK = JθnK = θn
Here, the unadorned subscript on the left hand side belongs to the language,
since we want a canonical name for each token of θ. The underlined subscripts
belong to the metalanguage. The intention is to have θn be guaranteed to corefer
with the n-th token of θ.
Replacing the invalid (2), we can now write a valid argument that looks a
little like an application of Repetition (call it “Repetition∗”):
(4) Fθ ∴ Fθ1
Does this proposal solve our problem? One might worry that we are not
really getting Repetition back; after all, (4) does not contain the same sentence
twice. This worry can be appeased by thinking about unproblematic applications
of Repetition:
(5) Fa ∴ Fa
(5) is valid in part because a is guaranteed to keep its referent constant
throughout the argument.13 Token reflexive expressions provide no such guar-
antee. Canonical names thus take on the work that is done for free by the name
in (5), due to the rule that names get only one interpretation in an argument.
But there is a better objection to the current solution. Suppose one thinks
(as I do) that natural languages contain token reflexive expressions, and that we
use them in arguments without deploying canonical names, or variables, or such
tools.14 Consider the following arguments:
(6) I am left handed. All those left handed have difficulty with fountain pens.
Therefore I have difficulty with fountain pens.
(7) It is dark here. Wherever it is dark, it is cold. Therefore it is cold here.
These arguments could be changed so that the same indexical is not used
twice: a different speaker could replace the conclusion of (6) with “he has dif-
ficulty with fountain pens.”. But that is to offer a different argument, assum-
ing that changing “I” to “he” is sufficient to guarantee that two arguments are
names as there are tokens. This way, our language would not need to be enriched every time
we construct an argument.
13. This remark is only useful if names are, as tradition would have it, not token reflexive,
nor context dependent in some other way. See Rami (2014); Schoubye (2017) for the latter kind
of views.
14. Braun (1996) and García-Carpintero (1998) offer this argument against a rule similar to
Repetition∗ , as proposed in Kaplan (1989).
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distinct. This is most obvious if we think of arguments as being (partly) indi-
viduated by the sentences used, and if we think that this particular difference
is sufficient to make the two arguments distinct. This is compatible with think-
ing that some differences, such as the one between passive and active voice, are
not sufficient for distinguishing between arguments. Even if we think of argu-
ments as made up of propositions, rather than sentences, it is possible to make
the distinction, e.g. if one thinks that first-person propositions are different from
third-person propositions. It is only on a strict Russellian view, combined with
a logic of propositions, that one might think of the change between “I” and “he”
as irrelevant here.
Besides, note that if the speaker stays the same throughout an argument, they
will use the first person pronoun several times, if needed. It would be better if
we could offer a logic that really recovered Repetition.
Like Williamson (1997), one might reply that arguments like (6) and (7),
though offered by English speakers, are not the business of logic. Speakers may,
for instance, assume or depend on the extra-logical belief that the time, place,
and speaker of any part of an argument do not change throughout that argu-
ment. This is a risk speakers take, but, according to this objection, one that logic
is not interested in. Logic, one might argue, looks at arguments that keep such
terms coreferential within an argument, and has nothing to say about cases in
which it does not.15
As Prior (1968) pointed out, this insistence on the purity of logic clashes with
the semanticist’s project of describing natural languages, which are used in these
risky ways. It does not much matter whether we call the semanticist’s project
“logic” or not. But if there is a way to do it, an optimist is bound to keep trying,
and to leave the wish for purity aside.
Williamson (1997) is a good example of a pessimist: his argument is that we
have hit upon a domain there we cannot do things the way they are usually done,
therefore that domain is outside the scope of logic. So here is the challenge: to
offer a variant of Repetition that does involve repeating sentences, and one that
is recognizably logical.
15. Williamson allows that this argument will fail for demonstratives like “this” and “he”,
since their role would be severely constrained if they were not allowed to change referent
within an argument. For such expressions, Williamson offers subscripts in the style of Kaplan
(1989), a solution that will not work for θ, since there is no question of ambiguity there. I see
no reason against applying the same reasoning to “today” and “I”: if it is bad to constrain the
referential freedom of “he” and “that” by indexing them, effectively making “he” and “that”
massively ambiguous, then it seems to me equally bad to have a logic that constrains “today”
by forcing all arguments to be instantaneous.
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5. Recovering Repetition, the Second Attempt
I noted above that some arguments in English involve repeating sentences that
contain expressions that are arguably token reflexive, like “I” and “here”, and I
claimed that this points towards a need to develop a logic that allows something
closer to Repetition than Repetition∗. But note also that English does not contain
anything like θ.16 Unlike θ, all candidates for token reflexivity in English, and,
as far as I can tell, in natural languages in general, do allow coreference in an
argument; they just do not guarantee it. So suppose we focus only on expressions
whose tokens may corefer. Can we recover Repetition for those expressions?
A token of a token reflexive expression is assigned a referent by relating that
token to that referent in the way prescribed by the character of the expression,
which, for our purposes, can be represented by a function. Let τi be the i-th
token of a token-reflexive expression τ in some argument, fτ be the function
which represents the character of τ, P the set of parameters (about which more
later), and p(τi) be the parameter in P relevant to τi. Then we can write this:
(8) JτiKP = fτ(i, P) = p(τi)
We are now looking at functions that, unlike fθ , allow coreference. The sim-
plest way to ensure the validity of Repetition is to only allow arguments that
force this coreference. This is to adapt to token reflexivity a constraint that corre-
sponds to the one Kaplan (1989) placed on arguments, namely that all premises
and the conclusion had to be relative to the same context. That forced, for in-
stance, “I” to keep its referent constant throughout an argument, since one would
only be looking at arguments that allow a single speaker.
This proposal is too blunt. Token reflexivity is interesting because it allows
variation in reference. Can we get a version of Repetition, call it “Repetition−”,
that does not restrict this variation, but is still a recognizable logical rule?
Consider this candidate instance of Repetition:
(9) I am left handed. ∴ I am left handed.
What would it take for this argument to be valid? As far as “I” is concerned,
what we need is a guarantee that the speaker stay the same throughout.17 Kaplan
(1989) would have us restrict our attention to arguments that provide such a
guarantee, and disregard the others. If we do not, he might argue, we allow
16. Perhaps “this token”, in some uses, is a close approximation of θ. One option would
be to restrict the focus of this third proposal to expressions that are less obstinate than that.
But maybe one does not need to go that way: “this token” strikes me as philosophers’ English,
rather than the Queen’s English, and I’m aiming for the latter here.
17. I am focusing here on “I”. Tenses are, arguably, also token-reflexive expressions, so we
would need a similar discussion for them.
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cases in which it so happens that the speaker stays the same throughout. But “it
so happens” is no guarantee, and hence insufficient for validity.
I propose a different solution. First, enrich the notion of argument form, so
that it take into account features of the tokened argument that token reflexive
expressions are related to by their characters. As a first pass, this allows us,
instead of (9), to have two options, (10) and (11), where the first element of each
pair is the place where the speaker parameter is specified for the relevant token
of “I”:
(10) <,, ‘I am left handed’. > ∴ <,, ‘I am left handed’.>
(11) <,, ‘I am left handed’. > ∴ </, ‘I am left handed’.>
In (10) the speaker of the first token of “I” is the same as the speaker of the
second token. In (11) the speaker of the first token is different from the speaker of
the second token. The way I think of them, both (10) and (11) are argument forms,
not tokened arguments. The only information they contain about the speaker(s)
is whether or not they stay the same throughout the argument. So when Su-
san uses the sentence "I am left handed" twice in order to use Repetition, the
argument she offers is a token of the argument-form (10).18
This was just a rough sketch, to prime your intuitions. Let me be a bit more
precise. I will begin by distinguishing three notions of validity, depending on
what they apply to. Since the topic of the paper is Repetition, I will state them as
applied to that rule, but the discussion is meant to generalize. This distinction
will later help me address some reasonable objections to this proposal.
First, we have argument-forms. An argument-form is a property of arguments,
where arguments are made up of a pair of a premise and a conclusion, each of
which is made up of a pair of a parameter set and a sentence. The argument-form
specifies the relations between the sentences (identity, in the case of Repetition−),
and the relations between the parameter sets. An argument-form counts as an ap-
plication of Repetition−, and thus is valid, just in case the sentences are the same,
and the parameters relevant to the characters of the token-reflexive expressions
in those sentences stay the same, as do all parameters relevant to establishing
18. Frege often said that in order to express some thoughts, such as first person ones, the
sentences themselves must be supplemented by things in the world, such as the speaker, the
time of the utterance, the place, etc. So the expression of those thoughts is made by a hybrid
made up of sentences and non-linguistic objects. See, for instance, Kripke (2008); Künne (1992,
2010); Textor (2007). Furthermore, he also famously claimed that the same thought can be
expressed on different days if one changes “today” to “yesterday”, and the tenses as needed.
The latter feature was used as a partial motivation in Zardini (2014) and Radulescu (2015) when
proposing logics that allow contexts to change mid-argument. Exactly how to relate validity to
this Fregean view, which has been historically very unpopular, though lately perhaps less so,
remains a question for a later time.
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the circumstance of evaluation, which I will assume here to just be a possible
world.19
Second, we have formal representations of arguments, which I will call sim-
ply “arguments”. These contain a premise and a conclusion, each of which is a
pair of a parameter set and a sentence. An argument is valid just in case it is an
instance of a valid argument-form.
Finally, we have arguments in the wild. These are sentence tokens, as used by
people in an attempt to present an argument. Information about the parameters
is not assumed to be a given to the speaker, nor to the addressee. Arguments
in the wild are valid just in case they are represented by a valid argument, that
is, just in case they are represented by an argument that is an instance of a valid
argument-form.
Repetition−, then, is not a rule that simply allows sentences to be repeated.
Rather, it is a rule that, e.g., says that (10) is valid, and (11) is invalid. There
is no rule that simply allows the repetition of sentences with token reflexive
expressions. Instead, Repetition− tells us when sentences can be repeated, in
terms of relations between features like the speaker of each token.
We can now give the general formulation of Repetition−, as an argument-
form (again, abstracting away from anything relevant to validity except the refer-
ents of token-reflexive expressions). Suppose that S11 is a token of sentence S con-
taining token reflexive expressions τ1, τ2, . . . τn, with tokens τ11 , τ
1
2 , . . . τ
1
i , τ
2
1 , τ
2
2 , . . . τ
2
j , τ
n
1 , τ
n
2 , . . . τ
n
k .
Let P be the set of parameters relevant to the premise, namely p(τ11 ), p(τ
1
2 ), . . . p(τ
1
i ), p(τ
2
1 ), p(τ
2
2 ), . . . p(τ
2
j ), . . . p(τ
n
1 ), p(τ
n
2 ), . . . p(τ
n
k ),
and wp as the world parameter. Let C be the corresponding set of parameters for
the conclusion (c(τ1i+1), c(τ
1
i+2), etc., and wc). Repetition
− is the following rule:
(12) < P, S11 > ∴ < C, S22 > is an instance of Repetition− iff S1 = S2, and
∀x ∈ [1, i] p(τ1x ) = c(τ1i+x), and ∀x ∈ [1, j] p(τ2x ) = c(τ2j+x), . . . and ∀x ∈
[1, k] p(τnx ) = c(τnk+x), and wp = wc
In general, validity will be thought of as a relation between more than sen-
tences. The details depend on the language in question, so nothing but a sketch
can be given here. Let me assume that we keep our discussion to closed formulas,
so we don’t need to worry about assignments to variables. Suppose we abbre-
viate “sentence token Smn is true in model M with its token-reflexives’ semantic
values fixed appropriately by P” with M〈P, Sn〉. Then we could define validity
as follows:
19. I should note that something similar to my notion of argument-forms was briefly
entertained in a discussion between Mark Crimmins and Mark Richard; see Crimmins (1992),
Richard (1993), and especially Crimmins (1995).
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(13) 〈P1, S11〉, 〈P2, S22〉 . . . 〈Pn, Snn〉  〈C, Sn+1n+1〉 iff for all models M such that ∀i ∈
[1, n], M〈Pi, Sii〉, it is also the case that M〈C, Sn+1n+1〉
In the remainder of the paper, I argue that Repetition− is a worthy replace-
ment of Repetition, by defending it against two objections, and then by compar-
ing it to two other similar logics, proposed for slightly different purposes.
6. Objection 1: Isn’t Repetition− about Propositions, Rather Than
Sentences?
Repetition− requires a notion of argument that includes more than the logical
form of sentences; namely, it includes information about the parameters to which
token reflexive expressions are sensitive. But once we include this kind of in-
formation, one might worry that we have left the realm of logic as concerning
sentences, and gone back to classical conceptions of logic as concerning contents
of sentences.
The first part of the answer is that this isn’t quite where we are. At most,
Repetition−, which is a rule for argument-forms, requires information about the
form of a sequence of pairs of a set of parameters and a sentence. The additional
information only concerns the question whether certain parameters remain con-
stant throughout an argument or not. In order to supply the relevant form, we
do not need information, e.g., about who the speaker(s) is (are); we only need to
know if they stay constant throughout the argument or not.
Still, Repetition− does go beyond sentences, and does contain some infor-
mation about the referents of expressions. Is that enough reason to dismiss it
as a worthy variant of Repetition? Consider again Repetition; it distinguishes
between (5), which involves two occurrences of a, and (14), which it counts as
invalid:20
(14) Fa ∴ Fb
Suppose our new, extended, notion of argument form contains information
about coreference between proper names. Then the worry is that Repetition−
would fail where Repetition gets things right, in that it might count (14) as valid
just in case the two names corefer.
There still is a distinction to be made here. Suppose you hold a strictly Mil-
lian view of proper names, according to which their only semantically relevant
feature is their bearer. In your formal semantics, you will then have various
interpretation functions assign various referents to each name. Intuitively, the
20. Recall that we are assuming that proper names are not token reflexive. If they are,
similar arguments can be given for any expression that is deemed non-reflexive.
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idea is that in their natural language uses, proper names are assigned a referent
pre-semantically, by a process that semantics is thus blind to. This is the kind
of picture defended in Salmon (1986); Soames (1987); the details differ, but what
matters here is just the idea that interpretation functions, semantically speaking,
are allowed to vary maximally. By contrast, the classic picture of context sensi-
tivity as developed in Kaplan (1989) attributes to semantics the additional task
of describing some aspects of the assignment of a referent to an indexical. Thus,
we get the semantic notion of a character, which tells us, intuitively speaking,
that “I” refers to the speaker of the context, even though semantics, of course,
remains neutral as to who exactly the speaker is at any point in time, place, etc.
Repetition−, I would argue, makes use of information that is somewhere in
between the two kinds. The kinds of argument forms it needs deserve to be
within the scope of semantics because of the semantic nature of token reflexivity.
But it also requires more information than Kaplan’s notion of a character did,
since that notion allowed untokened expressions to be assigned a referent. Still, I
would argue that the considerations that moved Kaplan to leave the assignment
of a referent to proper names to pre-semantics can also be applied to our dis-
cussion, and thus we can reject a notion of an argument form that would make
(some tokens of) (14) valid, and we can do all that while also coherently talking
about the argument forms I have proposed.
A related worry is that it is customary to think of validity as knowable a
priori, and this is usually thought to exclude information about referents from
the domain of logic, since it is not a priori knowable what expressions refer to.
This is where our distinction between three notions of argument is useful. First,
assessing the validity of argument-forms is trivial. An argument form gives
information about the relations between the premise and the conclusion that is
needed for this assessment. The validity of an argument is also knowable a priori,
since an argument contains the sets of relevant parameters.
What is true is that arguments in the wild are not assessable a priori for valid-
ity, and it is also relatedly true that there is no notion of validity for sequences of
sentences. Let me address these two issues. Arguments in the wild were never a
good candidate for a priori consideration. These are arguments where the speak-
ers take risks, as Prior put it, and these risks are ineliminable. In fact, I take it as
a virtue of Repetition− that it provides a natural notion of validity for arguments
in the wild, even if one whose assessment is not a priori. Whoever offers argu-
ments in the wild, admittedly, has no guarantee that they are thereby providing
an instance of a valid argument-form. But we do offer these arguments in the
hope that they are valid.
The second issue is that I provide no notion of an argument as a sequence
of sentences. There are two ways to make this observation into an objection.21
21. I thank an anonymous reviewer for making this distinction.
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The first is about logical custom: since at least Tarski, the tradition is to think
of arguments as made up of sentences. But the novelty is not all that new. The
notion of validity in Kaplan (1989) concerns sentences relative to a context, not
sentences by themselves. This is somewhat obscured by the requirement that the
context not change throughout an argument, but it does come out in Kaplan’s
claim that some unexpected sentences turn out to be logical truths, such as “I
exist”: they are true at all contexts, because all contexts of LD have an (existent)
speaker. Repetition− does allow more flexibility, since it does not require that all
parameters stay fixed throughout an argument. But this is a difference in degree,
not in kind from Kaplan’s proposals.
The second way to object to the lack of a notion of validity for sequences of
sentences is to claim that, irrespective of tradition, what we judge to be valid are
sequences of sentences, so any logic better provide some notion of validity for
sentences alone. One might say, for instance, that in the wild we hear sentences,
and that is what our judgments depend on. And this certainly fits with how
logic classes are taught: contexts or parameters are never presented to students
for assessing validity.
The main take-away point of the discussion of sentences (9) – (11) is that
arguments as sequences of sentences are not sufficient to capture intuitions of
validity for token-reflexive arguments. We teach logic the way we do because the
language of first order logic does not contain any such expressions. But English
does, and this additional expressive power forces us to reconsider our notion of
validity.
7. Objection 2: Why Not Nihilism?
Classical Repetition is a simple rule. θ, and expressions like it, allow us to con-
sider arguments that look like counterexamples to Repetition. A natural reaction,
then, is to bite the bullet, and go for logical nihilism, i.e. the view that there are
no (universally) valid logical rules. Indeed, this is the view defended in Russell
(2017), based on related, though different, considerations. I will first argue that
this reaction is not warranted with respect to the token-reflexive expressions I
have been discussing, and then I will address Russell’s original counterexample
to Repetition.
In some respects, I agree with nihilism. First, as we saw in §2, θ does pro-
vide counterexamples to Repetition, as classically defined. Second, although I
claim that Repetition− is a fine rule for many token-reflexive expressions, it has
nothing useful to say about θ, whose tokens are guaranteed not to corefer.
But nihilism would have us go too far. French’s proposal shows that giving
up Repetition, and, indeed, all object-level rules of logic need not make logic
trivial. His move to meta-arguments is, to be sure, a radical departure from usual
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conceptions of logic. But nihilism is an even more radical departure, perhaps the
most radical of them all. This radicalism makes it easy for just about any other
proposal to claim a considerable advantage over it.
Still, one might withdraw to an object-level nihilism, and thus leave them-
selves open to taking on French’s talk of meta-arguments.22 This leaves Repetition∗.
It brings back the possibility of guaranteed coreference, at the price of giving up
the reason why the rule was called “Repetition”, namely that it involved repeat-
ing a sentence, and nothing else. Furthermore, it requires new logical vocabulary,
namely canonical names of token-reflexive expressions.
Yet again, while acknowledging these costs, it still seems to me that nihilism
ought to be the last option, and that any other cost pales in comparison.
A better argument for taking the nihilist option is that there are other, inde-
pendent, arguments for nihilism. This is true of French’s proposal as well, but
not of Repetition∗. If we were already convinced that nihilism is true, token-
reflexives would be just another nail in the coffin of logic as we know it. And
indeed, (Russell, 2017, 129) offers a different type of counterexample to Repeti-
tion:
Suppose we had a predicate prem−white, whose extension matches
the extension of white when the sentence appears in the premises to
an argument, but is the null set otherwise. Then the following argu-
ment would have a true premise but a false conclusion:
Snow is prem-white.
Snow is prem-white.
There are some clear differences between prem − white and θ. The former
changes its referent only as a function of its position in an argument, whereas
the latter changes its referent with each tokening. The former is a predicate,
and thus not covered by Repetition∗. The former, but not the latter, allows for
counterexamples to predicate logic rules, like universal elimination.
But none of these differences is all that important. Both are token-reflexive,
in that their tokens are assigned a referent by relating the token to the refer-
ent. And one could easily adapt Repetition∗ to deal with predicates. We would
first introduce canonical predicates, which are guaranteed to corefer with regu-
lar predicates, just as we did with canonical names above. So along the invalid
application of Repetition above, we could have the valid:
(15) Snow is prem− white ∴ Snow is prem− white∗
22. Russell (2017), as the title suggests, is not meant to be a thorough discussion of the
issue. In particular, it does not discuss proposals like French’s, so I am only imagining possible
responses here.
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Just like in the case of θ, Repetition− has nothing useful to say about prem−
white. But French’s proposals would serve to filter out arguments with prem−
white in them, and Repetition∗ can be adapted to deal with it. Again, we have
no reason to go all the way into nihilism. We have two good options, neither of
which makes logic trivial.
8. Why Not Some Other Way?
Repetition− is one of many possible ways to implement the basic idea of this
paper, which is to provide a recognizable cousin of the rule of Repetition for
token-reflexive expressions by taking into account not just sentences, but also
the parameters that give token-reflexives their referents. My proposal requires
thinking of an argument as a sequence not just of sentences, but a sequence of
pairs of sets of parameters and sentences. So the familiar notion of logical form
needs to be enriched quite dramatically.
One might, however, prefer to stick to thinking of arguments as made up
of sentences. This is just the choice made in Zardini (2014) and Georgi (2015).
These papers are about context dependence, but the extension to token-reflexive
expressions is easily imaginable. The former paper attempts to give a notion of
validity for arguments (thought of as sequences of sentences) containing context-
dependent expressions, where, unlike in Kaplan (1989), contexts are allowed to
vary mid-argument, i.e. between premises or between the premises and the con-
clusion.23 The latter is about the ability of demonstratives to refer to different
things relative to the same context – or, as I would prefer to put it, their ability
to have different tokens within a single argument refer to different things.
(Zardini, 2014, 3485) keeps the notion of an argument as a sequence of
sentences (and nothing else) by proposing not one logic, but many, each dis-
tinguished from the others by the structure of the sequence of contexts that tells
us whether two context dependent expressions corefer or not. So validity is de-
fined for sequences of sentences, but only relative to a particular logic, a logic
that is determined by (what I would call) the sequence of sets of parameters.
Georgi (2015) also attributes validity to sequences of sentences, by having valid-
ity be relative to a context, where that context allows different occurrences of
demonstratives to refer to different things. So an argument is made up only of
sentences, but it only counts as valid relative to some particular contexts, and
invalid relative to others. This is possible because, unlike Zardini, Georgi keeps
23. This was also the motivation of my earlier Radulescu (2015); I make some brief remarks
there about Zardini (2014) and an earlier version of Georgi (2015), namely Georgi (2011). These
three papers came out roughly at the same time, and, as far as I know, were written in ignorance
of each other. I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for drawing my attention to the fact that
I needed to relate the current proposals to those made in these papers.
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the idea that the whole argument takes place in the same context; the difference
from Kaplan’s LD arises only relative to how occurrences of demonstratives are
treated. So in both papers, what counts as valid is a sequence of sentences, but
both modify the notion of validity to allow more freedom than the classical, non-
relative, notion of validity.
Since both of these papers allow terms to change their referent within an
argument, their logics also lack the guarantee that repeating a sentence leads to
a valid argument. Though they do not attempt to do so, they could also define
something similar to Repetition−, and make many of the points I made earlier.
So how should we proceed? Is there any reason to think of arguments in
my preferred, more revolutionary way? I begin by addressing some objections
that (Zardini, 2014, 3479) offers against thinking of arguments as made up of
anything other than sentences. In the course of the discussion, an argument for
my preferred solution will also emerge.
The first objection is that if an argument is made up of sentence / set of
parameters pairs, validity would be fragmented too much. For instance, if two
tokens of an expression corefer in one argument, and two others in another ar-
gument, even if the two arguments are structurally similar, we would miss that
similarity if we looked at each argument separately from others. The fact that we
could formulate Repetition−, which seems to me to unify a certain natural kind
of valid argument, shows that Zardini’s worry is unfounded. It is true that the
validity of a particular argument may not depend on what happens with other
arguments that are structurally similar in some way. But valid rules of inference
can still be defined with the right kind of generality.
The second objection is that validity would come out a posteriori and contin-
gent. I discussed the aprioricity worry above. The worry about contingency is
best applied to Zardini’s other target in those passages, namely utterance logic.
In thinking of pairs of sentences and sets of parameters, talk of contingency and
necessity seems out of place. But if one were to want to take token-reflexive
logics a step further in the direction of utterance logics, one would indeed need
to decide whether utterances necessarily take place in a particular context, and
what to say about the modal force of validity given that choice. This is a hard
problem, but not one that we need to address here.24
On the positive side, our discussion above of the motivation for adding infor-
mation about parameters to the logical form of arguments offers some reasons to
prefer the proposals of this paper to the ones in Zardini (2014) and Georgi (2015).
As far as I can tell, there is no difference in the logical laws that come out valid in
24. (Zardini, 2014, 3490, fn. 32) offers a third objection, which depends on the assumption
that “here” would have to be assigned the same referent in a context. This is true of Kaplan’s
LD, but is not an essential feature of logics of context dependent expressions. In any case, the
assumption is clearly false of token-reflexive expressions.
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all of Zardini’s logics and their natural extension to token reflexives.25 Georgi’s
focus is more limited, so it is hard to compare at that level, but the motivation
of his paper is very much akin to the current one: accounting for expressions
that change their referent mid-sentence. So reasons for or against any of these
proposals will be philosophical in nature. I claim that thinking of arguments
as including sequences of parameters shows how dramatic of a change we need
to make from the customary notion of an argument, and places the notion of
aprioricity at the right level: if one lacks knowledge about the relations between
the referents of token-reflexive expressions, one cannot judge validity, because
that person does not know what argument was offered. In Zardini’s system, one
who lacks such knowledge would be characterized as not knowing what logic
that argument should be judged in. This seems backward: the logic for these
expressions is just one, which does not change depending on the vagaries of
token-reflexive expressions. Rather, we need one logic, but many arguments that
contain the very same sequence of sentences, some of which arguments may be
valid, and some not.
9. Conclusion
We started with one simple rule, Repetition. Apart from nihilism, I discussed
three options to deal with problems that token-reflexive expressions pose for
Repetition. Each of these options has something to be said for it. Should we not
choose one of them?
My answer is that it all depends on our goals. Each has costs and advantages.
French’s proposal leaves the object language alone, and is not in danger of col-
lapsing into a logic of propositions. But we lose the notion of valid arguments,
which is replaced by the notion of valid meta-arguments. Repetition∗ preserves
object language validity, and is a purely sentential (i.e. not propositional) logic.
But it requires the introduction of canonical expressions, and departs most from
Repetition, since it is not actually about repeating sentences. Repetition− is about
repeating sentences, it does not require syntactical innovations, and, I claimed,
matches our use of token-reflexive expressions. But it requires non-syntactical
information, and is only useful for some token-reflexive expressions.
I am interested in the semantics of English. I believe that there are token-
reflexive expressions in English, although I did not argue for this claim in this
paper. I also believe that we do sometimes just repeat these expressions while
arguing with them, and that it would be good for a logic to capture the conditions
for doing this safely, even if it is not a logic of propositions. For these purposes,
25. A more extensive comparison, along with a general definition of validity, is in the
works.
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Repetition− seems to me to be the best quasi-replacement for Repetition. But for
other purposes, the other options might be preferable.
Most importantly, I would hope at least to have shown that token-reflexive
expressions create logical problems, but also opportunities for rethinking what
is behind familiar logical rules.
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